
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Tues. 2 May 2023 

Compiled Tues. 2 May 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty-two multiple personalities‖ 

 

Trust the Plan 

Stay Prepared and Enjoy the Show 

 

Prepare For Emergency Broadcast System Activation 

The EBS will involve Two to Ten Days of Communication Darkness Worldwide where Phones, 

Internet, Credit/Debit Cards and ATMs will not work, while three eight-hour documentaries a 

day will be broadcast on TV and Radio 24/7.  

It’s only wise to have at least a month’s supply of food, water, cash and essential items on hand. 

 “God Bless the USA” 

God Bless the U.S.A., with Dallyn Vail Bayles (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 

Judy Note: A Call for Fasting and Prayer: The enormity of what was coming this week would 

shock the World. Although Mass arrests was in the cards for Satanic World leaders and 

politicians, from what I can tell, the lesser known local Satanic Covens were yet to be 

investigated, let alone face a Military Tribunal, or hang man’s noose. Let us fast and pray for 

those millions of little ones who right now, were being tortured and killed by Satanic Covens 

right next door, and for those brave adult Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivors who lived in a life of 

fear as their handlers got away with rape and murder. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and 

Prayer is explained at the 10:30:32 mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

 Dr. Zeb Zelanca, MD: ―BlackRock and Vanguard were the sole stake holders who had a 

circular ownership of a monopoly that owned everything. Its owners were the Rothschild 

Family, DuPont Family, Rockefeller Family, Carnage Family, Orsini Family, American 

Bush Family and the British Royal Family. Their purpose was to create chaos around the 

World through use of the Gates, Clinton and Soros Open Society foundations. Chaos was 

good for business and the acquisition of power through geopolitical destabilization. Only 

a Divine Force could overcome that Goliath. The World would be redeemed by acts of 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/god-bless-the-usa-dallyn-vail-bayles.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


kindness and goodness through a worldwide Redemption Event that would rebalance our 

dark World.‖ He’s talking the Global Currency Reset. 

 Major Intel: https://m.beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/patriot-

underground-elon-musks-truth-gpt-carbon-based-a-i-jfk-to-trump-multiple-coup-plots-

being-revealed-blinken-directive-collude-to-oust-trump-white-hat-sleepers-activate-

3661694.html  

 Total Collapse Imminent, US Military Being Led to Slaughter, RFK jr Censored, 

CNN Flipped Right: The Winds of Change — Total Collapse Imminent, US Military 

Being Led to Slaughter, RFK Jr Censored, CNN Flipped Right | Operation Disclosure 

Official https://rumble.com/v2lcje6-total-collapse-imminent-us-military-being-led-to-

slaughter-rfk-jr-censored-.html 

 Russian President Vladimir Putin claims that 95% of the world’s terrorist attacks are 

orchestrated by the CIA. 

 The Biden Crime Family was well known for the procurement of children. That’s 

why Joe has his son involved in Ukraine. Hunter is over there procuring children in war-

torn areas, helping George Soros create constant havoc so you constantly have children 

separated from parents. THAT'S Hunter’s job. He’s a hunter-of-children to be extracted 

then for Adrenochrome, sex slavery & sacrifice. Every year the Biden Crime Family 

were taking hundreds of thousands of children out of Eastern Europe. … Colleen & 

Charlie Freak, Katisthesea3 

 List of DUMBS by State: https://bestnewshere.com/list-of-dumbs-by-state-in-case-of-

nuclear-war-complete-list-of-military-underground-bases-in-usa-must-video/ 

 CIA officers are not required to report or document accessing or compiling your 

private information, or abusing their private-enhanced "CIA-Google" to monitor you. 

There is also no official documentation of this behavior kept. In fact, internal guidelines 

put forward over half a decade ago, remain untouched, and unimplemented. 

If you were reading this Restored Republic via a Global Currency Reset as published on 

Dinar Chronicles, please understand that it has been redacted. For a full and un-redacted version, 

see a PDF copy at report’s end. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 “The Emergency Broadcast System will go off, the Markets will shut down, we will 

have two to ten days of Disclosure, after which Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group) will 

receive Notification to set exchange/redemption appointments.‖ …David XRP on the 

Charlie Ward Show (Dr. Ward, who was head of the Global Currency Reset Redemption 

Committee and under several NDAs, agreed with what David XRP had to say). 

https://m.beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/04/charlie-ward-major-intel-teotwawki-is-

almost-here-be-ready-video-3792033.html 
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 Sat. 29 April MarkZ: ―Iraq had a banking holiday today Mon. 1 May. There are lots of 

bond expectations for liquidity overnight tonight. My T1 contacts are expecting 

liquidity tomorrow Tues. 2 May as well. I finally got in touch with my TI contact that 

was MIA and he is also expecting liquidity tomorrow Tues. 2 May. That is pretty 

positive news in my book! I should know more by midday tomorrow. It’s supposed to be 

a ―shotgun‖ with everything else going as well. …Late Fri. 28 April night and morning 

of Sat. 29 April I received notifications that Tier 1 was officially paying out.‖  Iraqi 

Dinar WoW! https://youtu.be/Zz1JVKU1o-g  

 The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 was passed during Christmas break when Congress 

was not in session, making it un-Constitutional. 

 From the Vatican there is a tunnel that runs to Jerusalem. The length is about 1,500 

miles and cuts through both land and water. From the Vatican the first 150 miles they 

found a huge amount of gold stacked 13 levels high, 650 airplanes of gold were brought 

back to Fort Knox by a team under direction of Dr. Charlie Ward – who is now head of 

the Global Redemption Committee. 

B. Our Beloved Constitution is Hanging by a Thread: 

 The Brunson Case alleged that 385 members of Congress, plus Biden, Harris and 

Pence, committed Treason by violating their oath of office to protect the Constitution by 

not investigating 50 formally presented allegations of fraud in the 2020 Election. If 

SCOTUS ruled that Congress did not investigate the 50 allegations of fraud before 

certifying the 2020 Election (which they did not) and therefore violated their Oath of 

Office, then the Biden Administration and all of Congress could be automatically 

suspended. Brunson Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme Court…    

www.enoughisenough.me http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/breaking-new-brunson-

brothers-docketed-at-supreme-court-the-sequel-loys-case-vs-388/ 

 On Tues. 25 April 2023 the Supreme Court docketed the Loy Arlan Brunson Case 

#22-1028 and it was now up for consideration to be heard before the SCOTUS Justices. 

The case had bypassed the 10
th

 Circuit Court of Appeals by using Rule 11 (a national 

emergency). The 388 Defendants (385 members of Congress, plus Joseph Biden, Kamala 

Harris and Mike Pence = 388 total) response was due by May 24 2023.   

 To help the case move forward Patriots were asked to send letters to the Supreme Court 

Justices. As of May 1 2023 over 10,000 letters have been sent to the Supreme Court: 

www.enoughisenough.me  Brunson Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme Court…  

 NEED MIRACLES?  Raland Brunson of the Brunson Brothers Supreme Court Cases is 

now shipping out copies of ―MIRACLES: In God We Trust‖ and ―A More Perfect 

Union‖ manufactured by Raland's duplications company RosePedalRecords.com. To 

support the cause you can order your copies of these important Liberty Education DVDs 

for a donation of only $25 - which includes FREE shipping and TWO FREE pocket 

Constitutions. Donate here: www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/contact/  

 Super Patriot Liberty Library – perfect for Home School Education, or as a legacy gift 

to children and grandchildren. Educate to Save America. The package is full of valuable 

https://youtu.be/Zz1JVKU1o-g
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
http://www.enoughisenough.me/
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/breaking-new-brunson-brothers-docketed-at-supreme-court-the-sequel-loys-case-vs-388/
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/breaking-new-brunson-brothers-docketed-at-supreme-court-the-sequel-loys-case-vs-388/
http://www.enoughisenough.me/
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
http://osepedalrecords.com/
http://www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/contact/


materials including free garden seeds: www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/Super-Patriot-

Liberty-Library- Only-450/ 

C. While the first of the week Mon. 1 May completed the Corpus De Baahl Satanic Holiday 

where they sacrificed a female age 1-25, the end of the week would hold the coronation of Prince 

Charles. Somewhere in-between would be a Satanic rite where the to-be-King Charles would kill 

a baby, just as his mother did as witnessed by Satanic Ritual Abuse survivors as children on an 

Australian Military Base. Adherence to Satan was required of the British Crown. After all, they 

received the benefits of their co-owned BlackRock and Vanguard:  Queen Elizabeth, Canada, 

Native Chiefs, Vatican, CIA Cover Up of Child Death Camps, Mass Grave Sites | Politics | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

D. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

out of the Vatican: 

 "Biden Administration Facilitates Sex Trafficking and Rape of Immigrant Children, 

Florida Grand Jury Reports", and lots of related stories 

 Mass Murder of 300 children, Timothy Holmstead: In 2019 David Lester Straight told 

me he was U.S. Secret Service who assisted U.S. Marines with the transfer of 2,100 

children from their confinement in cages underground in California. He said most of the 

children had been originally kidnapped by Child Protective Services (CPS). Straight 

subsequently told me 300 of the children died. That is mass murder. Straight now cannot 

tell me where the children are, or where the dead are buried. TEXAS MAN WHO 

CLAIMED KNOWLEDGE OF MASS MURDER OF 300 CHILDREN ARRESTED 

(HIS COURT FILES VANISHED FROM THE GOVERNMENT WEBSITE A FEW 

DAYS LATER) - TIMOTHY CHARLES HOLMSETH™ Reports 

 Sat. 19 Oct. 2019 Marines/ Navy Seals Rescue 2,100 Caged Children, Teens from 

California China Lake Military Facility: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2019/10/marines-navy-seals-rescue-2100-caged-

children-teens-3144359.html 

 Epstein Documents Reveal His Contacts: https://www.rt.com/news/575586-epstein-

documents-reveal-his-contacts/ 

 Thurs. 1 April 2021 Remember the Evergreen Ship co-owned by the Clinton Foundation 

and Walmart that contained 1,200 kids who were rescued, 1,350 kids found dead, 30 

years of Climate Change weapons seized worth over $40 billion, six stories of guns, 

bombs and missiles, two million vials of deadly vaccine and a Nuke Warhead headed to 

Romania? Trafficked Children, Bodies, Weapons Found on Evergreen Ship Blocking 

Suez Canal | Politics | Before It's News 

E. Contamination of Food Supply: 
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 100 Million Animals Have Been Injected With mRNA Technology, and Hardly 

Anyone Knows About it. Dr. Bryan Ardis: "They're already injecting mRNA technology 

into vegetables ... And in China, they're already mRNA injecting cattle — for our beef 

supply." 

F. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Polio/ Ebola/ AIDs/ Drugs/ Vax Hoax: 

 Dr Judy Mikovits: The plan is to inject humanity with the Cancer Virus, ―They’ve been 

doing this for the last 40 years.‖ 

 Vax is Not Genocide, it’s Extinction: https://usawatchdog.com/cv19-bioweapon-vax-is-

not-genocide-its-extinction-karen-kingston/ 

 Independent study findings show that Graphene particles are in the Convid vaccines. 

 Professor of Oncology, Angus Dalgleish, pleads for an urgent stop to the dangerous and 

ineffective experimental injections after seeing cancers "rapidly return" following 

boosters. 

 Dr. Naomi Wolf: "So the next generation of little boys doesn't even have to be 

vaccinated in order to have their masculinity impaired. But she also found that they were 

degrading the Leydig cells and the Sertoli cells in the testes, which are literally the 

factories of masculinity. So literally, we don't know if these little boys of vaccinated 

moms are going to turn into men, essentially." 

 Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton is launching an investigation into the companies 

that produced the COVID-19 vaccines. 

 Military Arrests CDC Official for Covid Crimes: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=221850 

 Ohio attorney claims doctors and healthcare systems who imposed vaccine mandates 

and pushed experimental treatments during the COVID pandemic will be prosecuted for 

murder. 

G. Bank Failures: 

 First Republic Bank has been closed by regulators, as this is the 2nd largest bank failure 

in U.S. history. First Republic Bank will be acquired by JPMorgan after rescue efforts 

fail. https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/first-republic-

bank-seized-by-fdic-sold-to-jp-morgan-chase 

 Awake-in-3D: What Really Happened with First Republic Bank | Dinar Chronicles 

 Banks Connecting to the Quantum Financial System: QFS + RTGS: List of Banks 

that are Connected to the QFS System or are Being Connected - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

H. The Real News for Mon. 1 May 2023: 

https://usawatchdog.com/cv19-bioweapon-vax-is-not-genocide-its-extinction-karen-kingston/
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 France: Severe clashes in Paris, police hit by firebombs. Citizens protesting government 

policies. 

 In DUMBS they found food and drink hidden by the cabal for consumption that could 

feed the WHOLE WORLD for the next 150 years. 14.2 billion tons of high quality food. 

They have been analyzed. The samples did not contain toxic substances that are normally 

released in the general population. 

 At a Council of Foreign Relations meeting the CIA Director admitted to using 

Chemtrails. No more conspiracy theories. 

 The Pandemic, or How they Fooled Everyone: Just change the name and make it 

sound really bad and voilà! – with the help of MSM and WHO you have a pandemic! 

Then put the sick on ventilators, give them Redemsevir or Midazolam and wham! You 

have the deaths! (I mean murders). Perfect plan to push the real bio-weapon - the Covid 

vaccines! And there you have it, the worse genocide in the history of humanity is in full 

swing and most people have not realized it yet - wait until they do! 

 The former Japanese finance minister said they had to hand over control of the 

Japanese financial system to American and European oligarchs, as the country was 

threatened with an earthquake. …Ben Fulford 

 Argentina: 200,000 chickens and 500,000 eggs were destroyed because of one case of 

bird flu. People reacted alternatively, suggesting that this created an artificial shortage to 

justify high prices. 

 Food Police in America: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSLECfQLN5s 

 Biden calls himself Brandon: https://patriotnewsnetwork.com/video-biden-finally-

caves-calls-himself-brandon/ 

 Sun. 30 April 2023 Earthquake watch: Western Coast of US, California plate moving 

now, planet-wide seismic spread. https://t.me/PortialeePlace/2444 

I. Fox News Exposed from the Tucker Carlsen Files, Trump Database on Telegram 

1) Funded and supported illegal wars. 

2) Owned by a pedophile. 

3) Covered up for Epstein 

4) Covered up for James Alefantis/pizzagate  

5) Rigged the 2020 election  

6) Rigged the 2022 election  

7) Lied about January 6 

8) Lied about Covid-19  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSLECfQLN5s
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9) Lied about the vaccines 

J. Stable Coin Regulation was moving forward, but slower than expected.  

 “The United States House of Financial Services Committee (HFSC) and the House 

Agricultural Committee (HAC) are putting together legislation that would supervise the 

crypto sector.‖  

 The US Government is expected to have legislation in place by the end of June.  

 This just so happens to be the end date for the revaluation of everything.  

 June 30th, just so happens to be the end of Labor contracts and the complete 

movement into SOFR lending contracts.  

 A pause on interest rate hikes is not expected in May, but it is expected in June. This 

will allow a shifting in price corrections on the market and in the banking system that will 

allow us to reset our economy. https://dinardetectives.com/goldilocks-45/ 

K. Global Currency Reset: 

 The QFS and the GCR are Golden – Trust The Plan! 

 QFS Ousts Fraudulent Monetary System – Deep State’s Funding Swindle – Real Money 

Changed Into Fake Money – Stimulus is Fraud – Taxpayer Monies Laundered Through 

Privately Owned Tax Offices 

 QFS Destroys Central Banking System – QFS Stops the Deep State in Their Track – 

Global Currency Reset – Trust The Plan! 

 QFS, GCR, Med Bed Intel ~ Step Out of The Matrix and Into The Golden Age ~ Trust 

The Plan! 

 QFS: THE NEW FINANCIAL SYSTEM – Step Out of The Matrix and Into The Golden 

Age! 

 Central Banks are shutting down — bankrupted. Old financial systems bankrupted. 

Congress, White House, IRS, Feds, Rederal Reserve are shut down — U.S. Corporation 

is bankrupted.  

 Gold-backed currency, digital assets, QFS, Nesara Gesara is growing! 

 QFS Nesara/Gesara is manifested. The Global/Galactic Alliance are still working on 

removing the vise-grip on humanity from the DS cabal — currently removing the satanic 

spell on the global mass. The Great Awakening journey will be more intense & get more 

turbulent.  

 Earth & humanity are under construction while business is still open. The DS are in full 

panic mode, desperate & wounded & is lunging wild attacks.  

 Satanic energies cannot hide anymore as it is prevalent for all to see throughout the 

matrix society.  

 True colors are being revealed. Much more ugly truths shall be revealed to the public. 

https://dinardetectives.com/goldilocks-45/
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L. Happenings: 

 The Deep State is weapon-izing leaks against US citizens and corporations that do not 

comply with the Globalist Agenda. 

 Current leaks (with more coming) are connected to the Restrict Act they are trying to 

put in place. If the Restrict Act was in place during the recent leaks, then the Deep State 

government could stop Twitter and Telegram and shut them down as a danger to National 

Defense and National Security. 

 Classified docs and data were going to hit the Internet. Nobody could stop the leaks, 

especially with the new (White Hat) A.I. systems delivering the info across the world and 

jumping over Deep State A I. System walls. 

 As the Deep State tries everything to take control of the narration of the Ukraine War 

and Plandemic, the walls are closing in. Leaks are coming and they are trying to stop the 

oncoming floods. 

 Fortunately Cheyenne Mountain, USSF, Trump, Musk Sats have been deployed. 

Several agencies across the Globe have Sats that are connected to Cheyenne Mountain 

control.  

 Everything happening now needs to happen as we continue a hard journey through the 

Near Death Events coming to stages of the Storm Ops. 

 Trump being indicted during the week leading up to Easter of Resurrection was not a 

mistake, but holds a significant meaning. 

 Remember Trump’s arrest leads to Soros, Rockefellers, Obama. 

 Don't fall apart in the next few months as things get super intense with Russia, China, 

US Nuclear standoff scenarios of WW III. 

 Behind the scenes the QFS one-year Beta Test is complete and running at pace. This 

means the Deep State does not control the world financial system anymore and a 

controlled COLLAPSE is happening. 

 Don't worry when you hear of the U.S. becoming broke and losing super world powers 

and being laughed by BRICS nations. The plan to Make America Great Again is not a 

slogan. 

 The World’s biggest Gold Reserve is inside the US and been safely kept since 2017. 

Mountains are important. Locked up. 

 Have FAITH. JOIN NOW: https://t.me/+3EfyGC-RyYEwZDAx 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 Mon. 1 May Juan O Savin: Juan O' Savin & David Nino Rodriguez: Situation Update 

and Intel - Is Hunter Biden In Serious Trouble?? (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 1 May Situation Update: Situation Update - Crisis Growing At The Border! 

20,000 Migrants Waiting To Cross Texas Border! More Coming As Title 42 Expires May 

https://t.me/+3EfyGC-RyYEwZDAx
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/juan-o-savin-david-nino-rodriguez-situation-update-and-intel-is-hunter-biden-in-serious-trouble-video-3792205.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/juan-o-savin-david-nino-rodriguez-situation-update-and-intel-is-hunter-biden-in-serious-trouble-video-3792205.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/juan-o-savin-david-nino-rodriguez-situation-update-and-intel-is-hunter-biden-in-serious-trouble-video-3792205.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-crisis-growing-at-the-border-2000011-migrants-waiting-to-cross-texas-border-more-coming-as-title-42-expires-may-11th-cartel-planned-invasion-banks-consolidating-for-easier-3661726.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-crisis-growing-at-the-border-2000011-migrants-waiting-to-cross-texas-border-more-coming-as-title-42-expires-may-11th-cartel-planned-invasion-banks-consolidating-for-easier-3661726.html


11th! Cartel Planned Invasion! Banks Consolidating For Easier... | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 1 May Situation Update: Judy Byington: Checkmate! Restored Republic via a 

GCR: Intel and Situation Update as of Mon. 1 May 2023 (Video) | Alternative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 30 April On The Fringe - Big Deep State Fail To Control Courts! - Must Video | 

Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 30 April X22 Report: X22 Report - Obama, Epstein On Deck, Seth Rich Message, 

Change Of Batter, Stay Tuned & Watch! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 30 April On The Fringe - Big Deep State Fail To Control Courts! - Must Video | 

Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 WWIII: WWIII Explained: Cultural Decay – 5th Generation Warfare & The 

Supervillain Scholars (DOCUMENTARY) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Cognitive Warfare: Cognitive Warfare | NATO is Planning a War for People's Minds - 

American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Trump and Mark Levine: Trump to Mark Levin: This was a 'disaster' - YouTube 

N. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-crisis-growing-at-the-border-2000011-migrants-waiting-to-cross-texas-border-more-coming-as-title-42-expires-may-11th-cartel-planned-invasion-banks-consolidating-for-easier-3661726.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-crisis-growing-at-the-border-2000011-migrants-waiting-to-cross-texas-border-more-coming-as-title-42-expires-may-11th-cartel-planned-invasion-banks-consolidating-for-easier-3661726.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/judy-byington-checkmate-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-intel-and-situation-update-as-of-mon-1-may-2023-video-3792198.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/judy-byington-checkmate-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-intel-and-situation-update-as-of-mon-1-may-2023-video-3792198.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/judy-byington-checkmate-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-intel-and-situation-update-as-of-mon-1-may-2023-video-3792198.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/on-the-fringe-big-deep-state-fail-to-control-courts-3661626.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/on-the-fringe-big-deep-state-fail-to-control-courts-3661626.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/x22-report-obama-epstein-on-deck-seth-rich-message-change-of-batter-stay-tuned-watch-must-video-3661621.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/x22-report-obama-epstein-on-deck-seth-rich-message-change-of-batter-stay-tuned-watch-must-video-3661621.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/x22-report-obama-epstein-on-deck-seth-rich-message-change-of-batter-stay-tuned-watch-must-video-3661621.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/on-the-fringe-big-deep-state-fail-to-control-courts-3661626.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/04/on-the-fringe-big-deep-state-fail-to-control-courts-3661626.html
https://amg-news.com/wwiii-explained-cultural-decay-5th-generation-warfare-the-supervillain-scholars-documentary/
https://amg-news.com/wwiii-explained-cultural-decay-5th-generation-warfare-the-supervillain-scholars-documentary/
https://amg-news.com/cognitive-warfare-nato-is-planning-a-war-for-peoples-minds/
https://amg-news.com/cognitive-warfare-nato-is-planning-a-war-for-peoples-minds/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypAnDCnmv0k
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4


herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

P. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Q. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 1 MAY 2023 

(rumormillnews.com)  Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 1, 2023 | Operation Disclosure 

Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 29 April 2023: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=221723 Restored Republic via a GCR 

as of April 29, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 28 April 2023: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=221660 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 27, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 26, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 25, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 24, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 22, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/04/29/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-29-2023/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=221660
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/04/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-27-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/04/26/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-26-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/04/25/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-25-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/04/24/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-24-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/04/22/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-22-2023/

